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Antworten

1. Tassen

2. gallonen

3. gallone

4. Tasse

5. Tassen

6. gallonen

7. pint

8. Tassen

9. gallonen

10. Tassen

11. Tasse

12. gallonen

13. gallonen

14. gallone

15. gallonen

Stelle fest, welche Maßeinheit am besten zutrifft.

1) Jan poured himself a glass of water. The glass was probably closer to 2 cups or 3 gallons?

2) After a football game the team dumped a full cooler of kool-aid onto the coach. Did the
cooler most likely have 5 cups or 5 gallons?

3) A blender can most likely hold half a pint or half a gallon?

4) A can of soda is most likely 1.5 cups or 1.5 gallons?

5) A spray bottle of window cleaner is probably 3 cups or 3 quarts?

6) Vanessa was putting in a fish pond in her backyard. Would it most likely hold 10,000 cups
or 10,000 gallons of water?

7) Johanna is pouring milk for her cereal. Did she most likely pour 1 pint or 1 gallon of milk?

8) Finn filled up his thermos with soup. Did it most likely hold 1.5 cups or 1 gallon?

9) Luca was buying juice for a birthday party. Did he most likely buy 6 cups or 6 gallons?

10) Marie was baking brownies and the recipe called for using some sugar. Did it most likely
ask for 2 cups or 2 quarts?

11) A restaurant was filling up their mustard bottles. Could the bottles most likely hold 1 cup
or 1 gallon?

12) A wheel barrow most likely would hold 50 cups or 50 gallons of sand?

13) The volume of a bathroom sink is most likely 5 cups or 5 gallons?

14) Moritz was trying to see how much water his pool had in it. Should he measure the volume
in cups or gallons?

15) Alina was painting her room. Did she most likely buy 10 cups or 10 gallons of paint?
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